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Sid Garrison titles his colored pencil drawings, such as those at Sweetow, by the dates of their 
completion. This habit acknowledges - at least to those who follow his work - how slowly the 
drawings come into being.

Garrison improvises map-like abstractions, but they map only the course of their own production.

With a close look at “September 25, 2009,” you can sense the difficulty Garrison has avoiding 
imagery, which seems to want to assert itself everywhere.

Why avoid it? To encourage sustained looking, I suspect Garrison would say, to keep at bay the 
mental habit of escaping the present moment through portals of recognition.

The contest of figure and ground, on which so much depended in the thinking of mid-20th century 
American painters, no longer matters the way it once did. Cubism had minced figure-ground dis-
tinctions, Surrealism had theatricalized them. A distinctly American abstraction seemed to depend 
on steering between those extremes.

Garrison’s work holds a prism up to that history, fanning out its once-denigrated as well as its cel-
ebrated possibilities. He uses color, except in a couple of examples, both to enrich and to control 
the dynamics of line and shape that he puts in play.

Garrison’s working method does not lend itself to decoding from the finished drawings, despite 
their puzzle-likeness. So his work keeps good company here with a series of pieces that Gail Wight 
derived from webs spun by spiders dosed with various stimulants and hallucinogens by a German 
pharmacologist in 1948.

Wight translated half a dozen of the resultant web patterns into filigreed networks that she burned 
into translucent Mylar with a magnifying glass and sunlight.

Surely few of us know in detail what might count as normal in a spiderweb, yet the stuttering archi-
tecture of “Solar Burn; Caffeine” (2011) may give pause to any coffee lover.

Assuming that Wight knows of the psychoanalytic linkage between spiders and female sexuality, I 
wonder whether she detects misogyny - as well as arachnid abuse and a sort of diviner’s curiosity - 
in her source material’s sinister subtext.

Terri Friedman’s zany paintings seem a little too upbeat to round out “Unspecified.” With lurid aes-
thetics, she cuts a satirical path that winds between travel brochure fantasy, psychedelia and the 
fetishizing of preciousness in artworks. Not my taste, but successful in their own terms.


